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OGS boosts Asset Operations Support through expert engagement
Perth-based engineering, consulting, and management services
provider OGS Group has increased its Asset Operations Support
capacity with the appointment of industry veteran Frank Broomhead
to manage its efforts in this area.
OGS Group focuses on optimising the commissioning, start up, and
operational performance of assets across the energy and resource
industries. Recent years have seen constant growth in delivery of Asset
Operations Support and Optimisation Services, assisting clients with
the development and implementation of more efficient and
sustainable operational work processes. The increase in marketplace
demand for and recognition of the value of these services has led to
Frank’s engagement to allow OGS to expand its leadership in this area.
Frank has over 35 years’ experience working with Shell companies
worldwide, in both onshore and offshore environments at supervisory
and senior management level. As an Operations Readiness Manager and Operations Manager, Frank was
responsible for production operations of offshore platforms, onshore processing facilities and onshore gas
and condensate pipelines from the commissioning phase through to achieving steady-state production.
He has developed key operational documents and procedures, established and implemented competency
assurance programmes, implemented remote monitoring systems for unmanned facilities, and introduced
dual-skilled teams and campaign maintenance.
Frank joined OGS in January 2017 as a Production Operations Consultant to provide operations readiness
and assurance expertise, and to undertake operations and maintenance effectiveness assessments. In
leading the development of OGS’ Asset Operations Support capabilities, Frank’s role will widen to cover
business development, the engagement of operations support on new projects, and the management and
expansion of ongoing support on existing projects.
OGS Group COO Peter Winterbourne says the leadership role adopted by Frank will strengthen and expand
the group’s Asset Operations Support services.
“OGS is driving operational planning into design, implementing operational readiness and assurance
programs, and integrating the execution of these programs with facility commissioning,” Mr Winterbourne
said.
“OGS supports clients through the operations lifecycle, assessing asset operations and implementing
solutions to ensure facilities can be operated in the most efficient, safe, and sustainable way.
“With Frank leading our Asset Operations Support, we will be able to support a greater volume and quality
of expert services to clients looking to maximise the efficiency and sustainability of assets”.
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